Commentary

33.508.290 Open Space Plan
Public trails designated on the Official Zoning Maps are used for multiple purposes including transportation corridors for pedestrians and bicyclists. This change is consistent with terminology in the City Council's recently adopted 2035 Comprehensive Plan.
33.508 Cascade Station/Portland International Center Plan District

33.508.290 Open Space Plan

B. Pedestrian and bicycle circulation system.

1. Purpose. The Columbia Slough Trail, shown on Figure 508-13, is a significant open space resource as well as a means of pedestrian and bicycle access. Trails in this area run along the Columbia Slough and provide an inviting environment to run, walk, or bike. Bike routes (bike lanes and signed routes) must work in an integrated way with this existing resource to form an extended network of trails.

2. Public recreational trail requirements. All sites designated on Figure 508-13 as off-road public recreational trails must meet the requirements of this subsection and Chapter 33.272. Figure 508-13 illustrates the general location of the CS/PIC Bicycle and Pedestrian system, which provides for additional off-road trails and connections to the Columbia Slough Trail.

   If the trail is located within an Environmental Overlay zone, the trail must also comply with the requirements in Sections 33.508.300 through .340.

3. [No change]